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Hoshino Resorts Launches Digital Detox Stay Plans at HOSHINOYA  

 

Hoshino Resorts launched a year-round “digital detox stay" at 5 of its HOSHINOYA branded hotels in 

Japan--Karuizawa, Kyoto, Taketomi Island, Fuji and Tokyo. A digital detox stay is a program that 

concentrates on activities through which guests can experience the nature and local culture of each 

location while being away from digital devices such as computers or mobile phones. By spending time with 

oneself, guests can refresh their mind and body and regain a rich sensibility. 

 

Hoshino Resorts has been expanding the concept of a digital detox stay since 2014 through limited-time 

offers with the goal of relieving physical stress and mental fatigue caused by the spread of digital devices 

and the Internet in recent years. From now on, guests will be able to experience such a stay in all 

HOSHINOYA facilities located in Japan year-round.  

 

It is said that if one stays away from digital devices for a certain period, they will free themselves from the 

stresses of everyday life and regain the ability to communicate with the real world and foster a deeper 

connection with nature (Source: The Digital Detox Japan Association). During a digital detox stay, Hoshino 

Resorts provides time for immersion, during which guests can experience nature, local culture, and "time 

for self-reflection", all in a stress-free state where they can come face-to-face with themselves.  

 

 

Three elements of a digital detox stay 

 

1. Placing yourself in a space and time removed from the digital world 

At check-in, the guests will be asked to deposit their digital devices in order to create an environment 

removed from the digital world. The guests’ digital devices will be stored in boxes related to the culture of 

each location, such as letter-boxes with Karuizawa-style carvings (HOSHINOYA Karuizawa) and boxes 

lacquered by craftsmen from Kyoto (HOSHINOYA Kyoto). 
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2. Immersion in activities through which the guests will experience 

nature and local culture  

Hoshino Resorts will enable guests to immerse in activities through 

which they will experience the nature and local culture of each location 

in order to forget the busyness of everyday life. The content of the 

activities will enable guests to learn about local nature and culture in 

more depth from professionals in these fields as well as locals. At 

HOSHINOYA Tokyo, guests will learn swordsmanship from a master 

who holds a dojo at Kanda, which was formerly a part of Edo. Along 

with shutting out all distractions from their mind by immersing 

themselves in practice, they will also temper their concentration and 

mental strength. 

 

3. Refreshing the mind through self-reflection 

Guests will be provided time to reflect and face themselves. By facing a 

mind which has been relieved of stress, guests will be able to organize 

their thoughts and regain a rich sensibility. At HOSHINOYA Taketomi 

Island, guests will spend time in self-reflection on a small island which 

appears only during low tide. They can gaze at the blue sea spreading 

in front of them and put their minds in refreshing order. 

 

 

HOSHINOYA Tokyo 

 

A one-night two-day program in which guests can immerse themselves 

in swordsmanship drawing its roots from the Edo period and clear away 

all unnecessary thoughts. HOSHINOYA Tokyo is a traditional Japanese 

ryokan which enables guests to relax in a space created using natural 

materials such as wood and washi paper, despite its central location in 

the downtown Otemachi business district. By walking barefoot on a 

tatami-mat floor continuing all the way to the elevator, the smell of soft 

rush will soothe guests and calm their feelings. 

 

In this program, guests will learn swordsmanship from a master who 

holds a dojo at Kanda, which was formerly a part of Edo. They will acquire the correct form of 

swordsmanship through cloth-cleaning, which is connected to basic movements in swordsmanship, and 

basic training such as practice swings. By becoming conscious of their upper body, which is needed to 
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move the shoulders, particularly prone to stiffness due to everyday desk work, and stabilizing their body, 

they will be able to feel a comfortable tiredness at the end of the training, different from the usual. 

 

The following morning, guests will meditate in a quiet room and adjust their breathing, posture, and mind. 

At the end of the training, they will also try out swords on wheat-gluten bread. They will display the highest 

of their mental strength and concentration, cultivated at training sessions, while feeling the pressure of one 

make-or-break move. After the training, they will be able to use a natural hot spring on the top floor 

reserved all for themselves. Floating in the open-air bathtub, with their head resting on a floating pole, they 

will be relieved of the tension from the training and everyday stress. Hoshino Resorts aims to enable 

guests to notice the slight changes in their body and mind so that they can cope with everyday stress after 

their stay. 

 

Start date: December 1st, 2018 

Fee: 68,000 yen per person (tax and service fee not included) (lodging fee is paid separately) 

Program menu: Swordsmanship training, hakama rental, spa treatment, a hot spring visit, dinner, breakfast 

 

 

HOSHINOYA Kyoto 

 

A one-night two-day program in which guests can spend a peaceful 

time in nature and experience the culture of Kyoto. HOSHINOYA 

Kyoto is located in a quiet mountain area 1km away from the 

Togetsu-kyo Bridge, a famous sightseeing spot in Arashiyama, Kyoto. 

Guests will experience the beauty of Kyoto and forget their busy 

everyday life in Arashiyama, a place said to have been adored by the 

Heian aristocracy.  

 

As a part of the Kyoto cultural experience, an introduction to the 

incense ceremony is prepared, where guests will be able to focus on 

the fragrance and savor it slowly. After deepening their knowledge of the history of the incense ceremony, 

they can get acquainted with the way the incense ceremony is performed and immerse themselves in 

delicate activities such as making incense burners and enjoying the smell of fragrant wood.  

 

In addition, guests will experience the morning Zen meditation in a nearby Zen temple early in the morning. 

According to Zen teachings, if a person adjusts their posture and breathing, they will adjust their mind as 

well. Guests can start their day pleasantly by correcting their posture, sitting in a cross-legged position, and 

chanting sutras in a loud voice from the bottom of their stomach. Stretching exercises that incorporate 

breathing techniques before sleep and meditation in the inner garden inside the facility are also provided as 

part of the experience in nature. Guests can empty their mind as they listen to the wind blowing in the 

valley and the sound of the swaying trees. In addition, they can also enjoy the scenery of Oku-Arashiyama 

from a houseboat all for themselves for about one hour. Their mind will be put at ease by being refreshed 

and surrounded by nature. 

 

Start date: June 1st, 2019 

Fee: 40,000 yen per person (tax and service fee not included) (lodging fee is paid separately) 

Program menu: Incense ceremony introduction, night stretching exercises, the morning Zen meditation, 

reserved houseboat ride 
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HOSHINOYA Taketomi Island 

 

A two-night three-day program during which guests can immerse 

themselves in fishing and "Sabani", a type of traditional wooden boat 

used in Okinawa, on a beautiful sea called the Yaeyama Blue. On 

Taketomi Island, said to preserve the original landscape of Okinawa, 

they can enjoy a stay in “island time”, which passes more slowly. 

They can ride the wooden Sabani boat, which was historically used 

as a means of fishing and transportation in Okinawa, and explore the 

Yaeyama sea. Guests can also enjoy fishing in Okinawa, such as 

catching the Okinawan grouper fish, from spots distant from the 

shore. They can have the fish they caught cooked at the village 

restaurant and eat it for dinner. A time slot is also prepared during which guests can self-reflect in solitude 

on a small white sand island which appears only at low tide near the Kondoi beach, which is located west 

of Taketomi Island. This is a stay characteristic of a remote island at summer, during which guests can 

come face-to-face with themselves in a quiet place with nobody around, while listening only to the sound of 

waves. 

 

Period: June 1st ~ October 31st, 2019 

Fee: 35,000 yen per person (tax and service fee not included) (lodging fee is paid separately) 

Program menu: Operating a Sabani and fishing from it, a quiet time on a white sand island, lunch 

 

 

HOSHINOYA Fuji 

 

A two-night three-day program during which guests can learn about 

the history of Mt. Fuji worship in a town at the foot of Mt. Fuji and 

explore the historic remains on its mountain trail. 

 

Mt. Fuji became a World Heritage Site because of its religious and 

cultural background. The people who worship Mt. Fuji consider the 

"Rokkon-shojo" teaching (the purification of the body and mind and 

the rejection of all worldly desires and illusions) and the act of 

climbing the mountain all by oneself very important. Nowadays, it is 

common to climb Mt. Fuji in a leisurely manner, but the aim is for the guests to face themselves and make 

new discoveries by practicing the Rokkon-shojo teaching. First, they will participate in a tour where they will 

learn about Mt. Fuji worship. The program starts from the Kanadorii, which has played an important role 

since the Edo period as an entryway into Mt. Fuji worship. Next, guests will take about 20 minutes to go 

towards pilgrim lodgings at the priests' house, which has served Mt. Fuji worshippers for over 400 years. 

After arriving, they will listen to the head of the pilgrims while eating lunch and deepen their understanding 

of Mt. Fuji worship. After that, guests will follow the steps of the previous climbers of Mt. Fuji. By immersing 

themselves in trekking while praying for Rokkon-shojo, they can experience the cleansing of all of their six 

sense organs ("rokkon": the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind). After returning to HOSHINOYA Fuji, 

an original menu created after the local cuisine, which will heal the guests’ tired body, is provided. Guests 
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can also savor a moment of meditation next to a fire they started themselves in the early morning. They 

can feel how their senses are becoming sharper as they focus on the smell and sound of the fire. 

 

Period: April 1st ~ December 30th, 2019 

Fee: 35,000 yen per person (tax and service fee not included) (lodging fee is paid separately) 

Program menu: A learning tour in the pilgrims' house and the shrine (lunch included), trekking tour, dinner 

at HOSHINOYA Fuji, making your own fire and meditation 

 

 

HOSHINOYA Karuizawa 

 

A two-night three-day program during which guests can experience 

activities utilizing the natural environment at the foot of Mount Asama, 

including a shiatsu treatment and meditation at the HOSHINOYA hot 

spring, which receives water directly from the source. HOSHINOYA 

Karuizawa, located on the slope of Mount Asama, is surrounded by 

the national Wild Bird Sanctuary. Guests can spend a calm time in a 

quiet space surrounded by nature. Taking care of the horses in the 

horseback riding club located in the forest at the foot of Mount Asama 

and riding them is also included in the program. Usually, guests don't 

have much time to form a friendly bond with the horse, but time to 

take care of the horses, such as by brushing them, is provided. Hoshino Resorts has also prepared time for 

guests to take a walk during which they will face the beauty of nature using an analog camera early in the 

morning, when the air is clear. In addition, the Onsen Mind Work meditation experience where guests float 

inside a Meditation Bath in the facility, as well as shiatsu and acupuncture treatments are provided. 

 

Start date: June 1st, 2019 

Fee: 49,000 yen per person (tax and service fee not included) (lodging fee is paid separately) 

Program menu: Shiatsu treatment, horse riding experience, Onsen Mind Work, morning walk (analog 

camera rental)   

 

For inquiries about this press release,  

please contact Hoshino Resorts PR 

global@hoshinoresort.com 


